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Abstract
Objective A common issue of freeze drying is the inhomogeneity between samples, both in regards to water content and 
structure. The purpose of this study is to address this issue, and try to understand the cause of inhomogeneity in the heat 
transfer and sample temperature.
Methods The temperature and the heat transfer was measured using different setups, both with and without vial holders at 
various positions at different shelf temperature and chamber pressures. By comparing sublimation rate measurements (water 
sample) with temperature equilibrium measurements with a non-evaporating liquid (oil sample), the heat transfer contribu-
tion from radiation and conduction could be separated and investigated individually.
Results The oil sample temperature increases each time the pressure is decreased; the increase is highest at lower shelf tem-
peratures. Using vial holder reduces the deviation between the samples but have limited effect on the temperature increase. 
The sublimation rate for water sample is pressure dependent and samples close to the walls have a higher sublimation rate 
than vials in the center. The sublimation rate increases slightly when using a vial holder but the deviation between vials 
becomes more random.
Conclusions The heat transfer consists of conduction through rectified vapor and radiation from surrounding walls, about 
65–75% of the heat is transferred by conduction and 25–35% by radiation under normal operational conditions. As the vial 
holder is also influenced by the radiation, the vial inside the holder is indirectly affected by the surrounding radiation.
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Introduction

In the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries, freeze 
drying is commonly used to obtain products that have long-
term stability. A successful freeze-drying process enables-
gentle drying that results in a product with low water con-
tent, maintained structure and good rehydration properties. 
A key problem encountered in freeze-drying is the limited 
temperature and heat transfer control during the process 
caused by uneven heat transfer inside the freeze dryer, result-
ing in inhomogeneity between vials standing on different 

positions on the shelf during the drying process. This is an 
issue especially noticeable when freeze drying at low cham-
ber pressures[1, 2]. The knowledge of how pressure influ-
ences heat transfer and sample temperature can be essential 
when designing a functional freeze-drying program.

Freeze-drying is conducted in three or four steps; 
freezing,(annealing), primary drying and secondary drying 
The quality of the freeze dried product is affected by the 
temperature in all steps but especially the temperature dur-
ing the primary drying in correlation to material properties 
of the formulation.

The collapse temperature, Tc , is the maximum allow-
able temperature for an amorphous formulation to keep 
its macroscopic structure during freeze-drying to generate 
a porous cake. [3, 4] Tc is thus crucial when designing a 
freeze-drying program. Drying formulations with low Tc  
can be challenging as this requires a low sample tempera-
ture, usually obtained by a low shelf temperature and a low 
chamber pressure. The influence of low pressure and low 
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shelf temperatures on the heat transfer is unfortunately often 
overlooked, resulting in uneven heat transfer and loss of tem-
perature control that can lead to inhomogeneous drying and 
loss of reproducibility. There are previous studies focusing 
on heat transfer during freeze-drying and how vial holders 
and radiation shields can help solve issues such as inhomo-
geneous drying [1, 5–7].

The heat transfer to the sample can occur in three dif-
ferent ways, direct contact conduction between the shelf 
and the vial, conduction or convection through the rarefied 
vapor, and by radiation. Direct contact conduction between 
shelf and vial transfers heat occurs by the molecular vibra-
tions in the solid matter. As the surfaces of the vials and 
the shelves are not perfectly flat, the contact points of the 
solid vial and the shelves are almost negligibly small. The 
heat transfer via direct contact conduction is not affected by 
pressure and thus constant during freeze drying. Conduction 
or convection through the rarefied vapor over the thin gap 
between shelves and vial depends on the conditions deter-
mined by the distance of the gap, the temperature difference, 
and the pressure [5].Convective transfer occurs if the Ray-
leigh number (Ra, the ratio between the timescale of heat 
transport through diffusion and convection) is significant, 
Ra > 1800 [7]. Under typical conditions of the freeze-drying 
of vials, the characteristic distance is less than a millimeter, 
and Ra becomes around 1. Thus, the heat transport is clearly 
conductive under these conditions.

The conductive heat transport through a thin vapor layer 
can be described in relation to the Knudsen number (Kn, the 
ratio between the free path of a molecule and the characteris-
tic dimension of the heat transfer). At Kn < 0.01, the gas may 
be treated as a continuum and can be described by the heat 
conductivity of the gas. The heat transfer is weakly depend-
ent on temperature, independent of pressure, but dependent 
on the distance within the continuum regime. At Kn above 
10, direct molecular collisions describe the conductivity. In 
this molecular regime, the conductivity is linearly dependent 
on the pressure but independent on the distance. At interme-
diate Kn (0.01 < Kn < 10), the conductivity is considered to 
be in a transition regime [5, 8, 9].

Radiation is the heat transfer by the emission and absorp-
tion balance of electromagnetic radiation. The thermal radia-
tion comes from all available surfaces, thus not only from 
the temperature-controlled shelves. As the pressure inside 
the chamber is reduced, the heat transfer through radiation 
becomes more critical, and the radiation from the surround-
ing surfaces becomes more influential [1]. The vials on the 
perimeter of the shelf are more affected by the radiation from 
the door and walls than vials in the middle of the shelf, result-
ing in deviations in heat transfer between different positions.

The heat transfer from the freeze-dryer’s chamber to the 
sample can be described as an apparent heat transfer coef-
ficient, Kv,app . The coefficient is a sum of the three different 

modes of heat transfer and defined as the ratio of heat flow 
to the temperature difference between a heat source and heat 
sink [10]. Kv,app can be experimentally obtained by drying 
aqueous samples without solids by assuming a semi-constant 
temperature gradient in the sample and that all transferred 
heat can be considered consumed by sublimation [1, 2, 6–8, 
13–15].

where, Tshelf  , is the shelf temperature, Tb is the tempera-
ture at the bottom of the sample, and Hsub is the heat flux 
consumed by the sublimation.

The Kv,app has been calculated in several other studies. 
These authors have studied the heat transfer and sample 
temperature of sublimating formulations. These studies have 
focused on the total heat transfer, and have not separated the 
contribution of radiation from the conduction through the 
rarefied vapor, and therefor have not been able to determine 
the source to the inhomogeneous heat transfer. [1, 5, 11–15].

In this study we have compared sublimating with non-sub-
limating conditions with the objective to determine the radia-
tive and conductive heat transfer contribution to vials in freeze 
drying. We also investigate how different set-ups influence the 
different heat transfer contributions and the vial-to-vial homo-
geneity in freeze drying. The results allow for a separation of 
the conductive heat transfer from radiative heat transfer. Thus, 
it has become possible to specifically follow the pressures 
influence on conductive heat transfer during freeze drying. 
The present study also aims to investigate the possibilities to 
improve the temperature control by using vial holder.

Material and Method

Freeze Dryer Setup

The experiment is conducted using an Epsilon 2-6D LSC-
plus freeze dryer (Martin Christ, Germany), operating under 
controlled pressure and shelf temperature. The lowest pos-
sible shelf temperature is -50 ± 1°C. The ice condenser is 
located in a second chamber, and the condenser temperature 
is kept constant at -88°C. The freeze dryer has four tem-
perature sensors and three different pressure gauges Piezo, 
Capacitance, and Pirani. The vials used are 8 ml tubular 
glass vials with rubber stoppers (VCDIN8R SCHOTT, Ger-
many), the outer diameter of the vial is 22 ± 0.2 mm.

Freeze Drying Program

For the oil sample temperature equilibrium experiment, the 
shelf is first cooled from 20°C to -45°C at a rate of 1°C/min 
and maintained at -45°C for 30 min. The shelf temperature 

(1)Kv,app =
Hsub

/

(Tshelf−Tb)
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is then raised to either -40°C or -10°C depending on the 
experiment, the wide temperature range was chosen to clar-
ify how shelf temperature affects the sample equilibrium 
temperature and heat transfer balance even though -40°C is 
rarely employed during primary drying. The pressure is then 
decreases to 200 Pa, and a sequence of pressure changes is 
started. The pressure is reduced by 50% every 2 h in 6 steps 
until the vacuum reaches 3.12 Pa (200, 100, 50, 25, 12.5, 
6.25, and 3.12 Pa). The same freezing steps were used for 
the mass flux experiment. The heat transfer was determined 
batch-wise at the pressures 50, 25, 12.5, 6.25, and 3.12 Pa 
at -15°C shelf temperature. Pressures below 200 Pa were 
controlled using the capacitance vacuum gauge, and at pres-
sures above 200 Pa, a Pirani vacuum gauge was used. The 
shift in pressure gauge caused some pressure fluctuations 
between 200 and 100 Pa.

Sample Temperature and Heat Transfer Experiments

The sample temperature was investigated by measuring the 
temperature of a non-sublimating sample using medium 
chain triglyceride oil, hereafter termed MCT oil (Miglyol 
812, Caesar & Loretz, Germany) or a sublimating sample 
of pure water. Samples of oil were filled to 2 ml which 
is the typical fill volume for the vials used (around 1 cm 
depth),due to sublimation the water sample was filled to 
4 ml to ensure that the temperature probes were in con-
tact with the ice during the entire drying step. The sample 
temperature of three vials and the vial holder temperature 
were measured using the freeze dryer's temperature probes 
according to Fig. 1. The temperature was monitored for 
2 h at each pressure. The average sample temperature of 

each setup is presented with the standard deviation given 
as error bars.

For the heat transfer experiment, the sublimation flux, 
ṁ = Δm

/

Δt , was determined gravimetrically, assuming that 
the mass and heat transfer becomes stationary reasonably 
fast. The results are averages of 54 vials filled with 4 ml 
of water. The freeze-drying program was interrupted after 
each pressure step. The samples were weighted, water 
was refilled and, the program restarted by refreezing the 
sample at a rate of 1°C/min to -45°C, and the drying was 
resumed at the next pressure level.

The investigation of sample temperature and heat trans-
fer was conducted using three different setups, as pre-
sented in Table I.

The vial holder used in setups was custom made in 
blank aluminum with 25 mm deep holes and 0,05 mm 
clearance between vial and holder. The holes are spaced 
at 8 mm between vials. The vial holder covers the entire 
freeze dryer shelf. See Fig. 1.

Results

Sample Temperature of the Non‑Sublimating 
Sample

The temperature profiles for the experiments using MCT 
oil as samples are presented in Figs. 2, 3, 4. The experi-
ment shows the temperature of the sample at different 
pressures under conditions when no mass and heat are 
removed by sublimation.

Fig. 1  Design of custom-made 
aluminum vial holder used in 
setups 2 and 3. The sample 
temperature is measured with 
a temperature probe inside the 
vials placed at positions marked 
blue. P1 is close to the door of 
the freeze dryer, and P3 is close 
to the condenser. The tempera-
ture probe can also be inserted 
into the vial holder (marked 
with red) to measure the tem-
perature of the vial holder.

2599Pharmaceutical Research (2022) 39:2597–2606
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The change in the average temperature for samples con-
taining oil using the setup vials standing on the shelf is pre-
sented in Fig. 2. The average sample temperature reaches 
an equilibrium value after a change in pressure. The tem-
perature of the samples is always higher than the shelf tem-
perature, and the difference between sample temperature 
and shelf temperature increases each time the pressure is 
decreased. At the pressure of 3.12 Pa, the average tem-
perature difference between shelf and sample is 7°C when 
the shelf temperature is -10°C, and 14°C with a shelf tem-
perature of -40°C. The difference is more pronounced for 

samples standing close to the door than for samples in the 
middle of the shelf and close to the condenser. The error bars 
show the between sample variation (n = 3). The individual 
sample temperatures are given in supplementary material 
Figure S1.

As described in Table I, two different methods to increase 
the contact between freeze drying shelf and vial using a vial 
holder were used. The results can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4. 
When the vials are inserted into a vial-holder, the tempera-
ture increase is reduced, and the deviations in sample tem-
perature between sample positions are reduced, compared 

Table I  The Heat Transfer 
and Sample Temperature of 
the Sample Were Investigated 
Using these 3 Different 
Experimental Setups

Setup Description

1. Only Vials Vials are standing directly on the cooling shelf
2. With vial holder Vials were placed inside an aluminum vial holder set on the cooling shelf
3. Vial holder with oil MCT oil was added on the cooling shelf and inside the holes of the vial 

holder before inserting the vials

Fig. 2  The average sample 
temperature and the standard 
deviation between samples of 
oil using the conventional setup 
when vials are standing directly 
on the shelf. Figure A shows 
the sample temperature increase 
when pressure is lowered for 
samples standing on the -10°C 
shelf, and figure B show the 
sample temperature at the -40°C 
shelf temperature.
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Fig. 3  The average sample 
temperature and its standard 
deviation of oil when vials are 
placed inside a vial holder. 
Figure A shows the sample tem-
perature increase when pressure 
is lowered for samples standing 
on the -10°C shelf, and figure B 
show the sample temperature at 
the -40°C shelf temperature.
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with the setup with vials on the shelf, see Fig. 3. At the pres-
sure of 3.12 Pa the average temperature difference between 
shelf and sample is 5°C with a shelf temperature of -10°C, 
and 10°C with a shelf temperature of -40°C. The impact of 
vial position of individual vials and the effect of vial holders 
are shown in supplementary material Figure S1. However, 
the difference in temperature between samples and shelves 
is still large at low pressures.

The third set up, Fig. 4, is a conformation where the heat 
transfer between shelf and vial-holder as well as between 
vial and vial-holder is improved by filling the space with 
MCT oil. The temperature inside the aluminum vial-holder 
was unaffected by the decreasing pressure see supplemen-
tary material S2. The temperature of an oil sample stand-
ing on a -40°C shelf at 3.12 Pa pressure has a temperature 
increase of only 0.7°C. Also, the deviation between different 
vials in different positions becomes small. It was challenging 
to manage the experiment with this setup in a reproducible 
way, since air or vapor bubbles were a constant issue as 
even small air pockets will expand at low pressures resulting 
in loss of contact. The varying oil coverage between vials 
caused the largest deviations in the sublimation rate. Thus, 
reproducibility was lost, and no further evaluation could 
be performed. Thus, no results from this setup are further 
reported in this study.

The summary of the average temperature increases of 
the different setups is presented in supplementary material 
Figure S3. The magnitude of the temperature increase is 
higher at low pressures, and each measure to enhance con-
tact between the vial and the shelf improves the temperature 
control.

Sublimation of Water as a Function of Pressure

Sublimation trials with free vials on the shelf and vials in 
vial-holder were performed. The results and the relative 

standard deviation are presented in Fig. 5. It can be noted 
that the sublimation rate depends on the pressure, reaching 
a maximum at 25 Pa. A more pronounced pressure depend-
ence is observed when using a vial holder rather than placing 
the vials directly on the shelf.

The variation in sublimation rate at the pressure of 
12.5 Pa is shown in Fig. 6 and depends on the position on 
the shelf or in the vial holder. The experiment with the 
samples on the shelf displays a variation depending on the 
position, between 76 and 119 with an average of 92 µg/s. 
Samples close to the walls and in particular close to the door 
have a higher sublimation rate than the vials in the center. 
In setup 2 the variation (between 94 and 134 with an aver-
age of 109 µg/s) is more random. No noticeable wall effects 
can be seen. Vials on the shelf have higher variability than 

Fig. 4  The average sample 
temperature and its deviation of 
oil when vials are placed inside 
a vial holder with oil applied at 
the cooling shelf and between 
the vial and vial holder. Figure 
A shows the sample temperature 
increase when pressure is low-
ered for samples standing on the 
-10°C shelf, and figure B shows 
the sample temperature increase 
at the -40°C shelf temperature.
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Fig. 5  Sublimation rate [µg/s ·vial] as a function of chamber pressure 
[Pa] and the relative standard deviation [%]. Results obtained with 
vials at the shelf are marked with squares, and vials in a vial-holder 
are marked with dots. The shelf temperature is -15°C. The result is an 
average of 54 vials measured over 2 h of drying time.
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vials in the vial-holder. It can be observed that the vari-
ability between samples on the shelf is somewhat reduced 
at increasing drying pressure, while for samples in the vial-
holder, it is slightly increasing with an increasing drying 
pressure.

Discussion

Heat transfer During Freeze‑Drying Separated 
in Conduction and Radiation

The sublimation consumes heat. The heat is transferred 
from the shelves by conduction and by radiation from the 
surrounding walls and door. Thus, for the experiment with 
water, the heat balance can be written as:

In our experiment, the sublimation rate was measured 
gravimetrically. The sublimation heat flux is obtained 
by Ḣsub,w = ṁsub,w ⋅ ΔHsub where ṁsub,w is the sublima-
tion flow, and ΔHsub is the sublimation energy. ΔHsub was 
determined to be 2840 kJ/kg from the vapor pressure curve 
using the Clausius-Clapeyrons equation for each condition. 
The data T,ṁsub,w and Ḣsub,w are provided in the Table S5 in 
supplementary material. All the calculations of T are done 
in Kelvin and presented in Celsius.

In the absence of sublimation, the oil experiments are 
quite different from experiments with sublimating water. 
The temperature of the samples becomes higher than the 
shelf temperature, particularly when the pressure is low. 
The magnitude of temperature differences is prominent, 
up to 15°C at a shelf temperature of -40°C at 3 Pa. Thus, 
the heat transfer through contact between the shelf and the 
vials cools the sample. At the same time, heat is absorbed 
by radiation from other surfaces in the chamber. A stable 

(2)Ḣsub,w = Ḣcond,w + Ḣrad,w

temperature is obtained when the heat flux through radia-
tion from the surrounding surfaces becomes equal to the 
heat transfer by conduction.

The heat transferred by conduction is assumed to be 
described by an energy transferring constant,

Kv,cond and the temperature difference between shelf and 
the bottom of the material in the vial, ΔTb,ref . Ref refers 
to type of sample for the experiment (e. g. water or oil), 
which implies that  Kv is independent of the content of 
the vial.

The temperature during sublimation of water is lowest 
at the sublimation front,Tsf , and highest at the shelf,Tshelf  . 
We may divide the temperature drop into two parts, ΔTice , 
describing the temperature drop over the ice, and the tem-
perature drop over the bottom of the vial over shelf, ΔTb,w:

The temperature drop over the ice layer is estimated 
assuming that the heat conductivity can be described by a 
single constant and that the thickness is constant over the 
experiment.

where λice is the heat conductivity of ice, A is the cross-sec-
tion area of the vial, and L is the thickness of the ice. However, 
the expression is an approximation, partly because the ice layer 
may be inhomogeneous, L changes over the experiment, and 
eventual heat conduction through the vial wall is neglected.

In the oil experiment, the temperature difference is 
obtained as:

(3)Ḣcond,oil = Ḣrad,oil

(4)Ḣcond,ref = ΔTb,ref ⋅ Kv,cond

(5)Tshelf − Tsf = ΔTice + ΔTb,w

(6)ΔT ice =
Ḣsub,w

/

(𝜆ice∙
A

L
)

Fig. 6  The sublimation rate 
of individual vials standing 
directly on the shelf, A, and 
vials standing in a vial-holder, 
B. The shelf temperature is 
-15°, C and the pressure is 
12.5 Pa.
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where Toil is the equilibrium temperature of the oil, 
ΔTb,oil is the temperature difference over the bottom of the 
vial in the oil experiment. It is assumed that the tempera-
ture of the liquid oil in the samples are uniform.The heat 
transfer between the walls and the sample by radiation is 
assumed to be estimated by a system constant, crad:

where the driving force for the radiation is an expo-
nential difference between an assumed value for the 
walls (288 K), Twall and a temperature average for the ice  
Taverage,ref = Tsf +

ΔTice

2
  have been used. For the oil experi-

ments, it is assumed that the sample temperature can be 
used as a Taverage . The constant crad includes geometrical 
features, absorption properties of the radiation as well as 
the universal radiation constant, and it is assumed to be 
equal in the experiment with water and with oil.

The Kv,cond can be assumed to be equal to both oil and water 
experiment as this is the conductivity of surrounding materi-
als. As for crad the emissivity of water and oil are different, 
but as the main radiation exchange is between the vial and the 
surroundings, the heat is then transferred from the vial to the 
sample via conduction. Thus we may assume that crad,oil=crad,w.

The system can be solved by combining Eqs. 2 with data 
from the water experiment and Eq. 3 with data from the oil 
experiments and using the relations for the temperatures 
(Eq. 5–7), the conduction (Eq. 4), and the radiation (Eq. 8). 
The interesting aspect is that the contribution from radia-
tion and conduction can be separated. The derivation of the 
expressions for conductive heat transfer coefficient Kv,cond , 
and the radiative heat transfer constant, crad . Equation (9) 
and (10) is presented in the supplementary material S6.

Using Eqs. 9, 10 and the data from the oil experiments in 
Fig. 2, 3, and the data from the drying of the water sample 
in supplementary material Table S5, the fraction of the heat 
flux originating from the conduction at the shelf and the 
radiation from the surrounding during the drying of water 
can be determined. The results are shown in Fig. 7.

The data is calculated based on an average of the values 
obtained from the oil experiment with -40°C and -10°C. The 

(7)Toil − Tshelf = ΔTb,oil

(8)Ḣrad,ref =
{

T4

wall
− T4

average,ref

}

∙ crad

(9)
Kv,cond =

Ḣsub,w

ΔTw + ΔToil ∙

{

T4

wall
−T4

average,w

}

{

T4

wall
−T4

average,oil

}

(10)crad =
Ḣsub,w − Kv,cond ∙ ΔTb,w
{

T4

wall
− T4

average,w

}

differences in Kv,cond were reasonably small (using Eq. 9) 
using data from both temperatures (3% for vials at shelf and 
5% for vials in vial-holder).

The result shows that the heat flux from the radiation 
( Hrad ) has an equal magnitude when the vial-holder is used 
and without it (Fig. 7). The limited shielding effect is pri-
marily due to that the vial holder also receives radiation 
form the surrounding walls. As shown in Figure S2 in sup-
plementary material, the vial-holder temperature increases 
with decreasing pressure in the same magnitude as the oil 
samples without vial-holder. This suggest that even if the 
vial holder is shielding the vials from direct radiation from 
the walls, the vials receives equal amount indirectly from 
the vial holder. The vial-holder adds to the conductive heat 
transfer that reaches a maximum at a pressure of 25 Pa. 
However, there is no dramatic difference using a vial-holder; 
the obtained increase in the conductive heat transfer is about 
30%. The results also show that the heat flux by radiation is 
important and contributes to about 25% to 35% of the heat 
consumed by the sublimation process. It can be noted that 
the range of results obtained for vials on the shelf scatters 
between values 20% below and 20% above the average, and 
are highly dependent on the location of the sample, Fig. 6A, 
which agrees with an interpretation that an important part of 
the heat transfer is through radiation.

The conductive transfer coefficient,Kv,cond , and the 
radiation constant is shown as a function of the pressure 
in Fig. 8. It can be seen that that the transfer coefficient, 
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Kv,cond , increases on increasing pressure and that it is higher 
with the vial holder. The curve shape (approaching a linear 
pressure dependence at very low pressures and showing a 
decreased gradient at higher pressure, theoretically tending 
towards a plateau value) agrees with an interpretation that 
the experiment is performed at a pressure when the heat 
transfer is in a transition region between conduction through 
direct molecular collisions (Kn > 10), and when the conduc-
tion can be estimated according to the continuum model 
from a heat transfer coefficient of the vapor (Kn < 0.1).). The 
Knudsen number in the experiment ranged from about < 1 
for vials on the shelf at higher pressure to 10 with the low 
pressure and vial holder. The conduction through molecular 
collisions is expected to be linearly dependent on the pres-
sure, while the conduction in the continuum model is inde-
pendent of the pressure. The molecular collision model and 
the continuum model are usually combined into a transition 
model for intermediate Kn [16]. The heat transfer coefficient 
according to the transition model may be 3 mW/K and vial 
at low pressure (3 Pa) and around 15 mW/K at high pressure 
(50 Pa) for a vials on the shelf. The transfer coefficient at 
low pressure is lower than the experimental observation of 5 
mW/K but in agreement at high pressure 18 mW/K (Fig. 8). 
Similar estimations for a vial holder would give around 5 
mW/K at 3 Pa and 29 mW/K in good agreement with the 
experimental observations (Fig. 8). Also the sublimation rate 
was modelled and agreed well with the experimental data. 
For vials on the shelves a maximum sublimation heat flow 
of 150 mW/vial was observed at 20 Pa followed by a shallow 
decrease down to 140 mW/K at 50 Pa. For the vials in the 
vialholder a maximum sublimation heat flow of 220 mW/

vial was observed at 18 Pa followed by a shallow decrease 
down to 170 mW/K at 50 Pa. The transition equation and 
the results of the modelling of the heat transfer are displayed 
at S7 and of the sublimation heat flow at S8 in the sup-
plementary material. However, these models demand a few 
parameters that are difficult to estimate. The free molecular 
model includes an accommodation parameter [16], and the 
continuum model is quite sensitive to the distances [5] Here 
we used 1 for the accommodation parameter and a compa-
rable thin average distance of 0.25 mm. For the vial-holder 
the theoretical estimations are more complicated as there are 
two gaps to consider. However, the magnitude and the shape 
of the results seem to somewhat agree with what is expected 
from the theory.

The constant for the heat transfer through radiation, Fig. 8, 
appears slightly increasing with increasing pressure (if com-
pared with the Kv ). This observation supports that it is pos-
sible to estimate the two contributions of the energy transfer 
by using the simplified approximations in terms of the geo-
metrical and surface temperature effects of the freeze dryer.

Control of the Temperature of Sublimating 
and Non‑Sublimating Sample

The results show that the control of the sublimation is 
dependent on heat transfer by conduction (65–75%) and 
radiation (25–35%). It is expected that the conduction 
through the rarified vapor is relatively reproducible. How-
ever, the heat transfer through radiation to samples in free 
vials may vary.

The temperature during the primary drying is modeled by 
Eqs. 5–7. The temperatures are shown in Fig. 9 as a function 
of pressure for vials at the shelf and vials in vial-holders. It 
is clear that the drying pressure primarily determines the 
temperature. Although, if the shelf temperature is raised, the 
heat flux is expected to increase, and the vial bottom tem-
perature differs more from the sublimation front tempera-
ture. The influence of radiation from door and walls affect 
the drying rate, resulting in deviation at the end of primary 
drying between various positions resulting in differences in 
water content in the final product, being a major issue for 
the industry [17].

In secondary drying, the drying flux is much lower. Thus, 
the sample temperature is expected to rise as the heat flux 
for vaporization gradually becomes smaller. As shown in the 
oil experiments, the temperature might be due to radiation 
rising above the shelf temperature.

The shelf temperature also influences the sample tem-
perature increase. A lower shelf temperature means a larger 
difference in temperature between the walls/door and shelf 
(further from equilibrium) (Figs. 2 and 3). Therefore, a 
low shelf temperature results in larger relative temperature 
differences.
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There are several purposes of having a vial holder: pro-
viding improved contact to the cooling shelf, keeping a 
homogenous temperature within the vial holder, and shield-
ing the vials from radiation. However, this study shows that a 
vial holder neither maintains a very homogeneous tempera-
ture for non-sublimating samples, Fig. 3 nor a very homoge-
neous sublimation rate for sublimating samples, Figs. 5 and 
6. Although, it can be noted from Fig. 5 that the variability 
is reduced by about 50% when the vial holders are used 
compared to without them.

This deviation for vials at the shelf is mainly caused by 
the difference between vials close to the door or walls and 
in the center of the shelf (Fig. 6). The variation between 
samples increases as the pressure decreases (Fig. 5). When 
pressure is low, the heat transfer from radiation becomes 
relatively more important and affects the results stronger 
(Fig. 7) in agreement with an increase in variation between 
samples.

However, for a sublimating sample in the vial-holder, the 
deviations in sublimation rate are more random, and no obvi-
ous pattern can be observed. The variation is observed to be 
increasing with increasing pressure (Fig. 8). As the samples 
are mostly isolated from the surroundings by the vial holder, 
it is safe to assume that the heat transfer is affected mainly 
by variations in the contact between vial and vial holder, as 
there is a strong correlation between snug fitting vials and 
high sublimation rate. This interpretation agrees with the 
smaller contribution (in relative terms) of the radiation to 
the total heat transfer (Fig. 7). It was also noticed that even 
the smallest amount of moisture between contact surfaces 
enhanced the sublimation rate significantly, most likely as 

this would increase the heat transfer by conduction. At low 
pressures, the molecular transfer mechanism dominates, 
making the distance dependence smaller and thereby the 
fitting issue smaller, explaining the reduced variation at very 
low pressures.

Conclusions 

The study shows that temperature control and heat transfer 
control are challenging tasks in freeze-drying. Tempera-
ture control is vital for preventing sample collapse during 
freeze-drying. Heat transfer management is crucial to ensure 
homogenous drying conditions where all samples end up 
with the same water content at the end of secondary drying.

The heat transfer consists of both a conduction contribu-
tion through a thin layer of rarified vapor as well as a radia-
tion contribution from surrounding walls.

By comparing sublimation rate measurements with tem-
perature equilibrium measurements for a non-evaporating 
liquid, it was possible to separate the heat transfer through 
conduction from the heat transfer from radiation. The total 
heat transfer was higher when using the vial holder, and 
the increase was due to improved conduction. The results 
showed that about 65–75% of the heat is transferred by con-
duction and 25–35% by radiation under normal operational 
conditions. The ratio showed a limited dependence on the 
investigated pressure range (3–50 Pa). This shows how big 
influence radiation have on freeze drying, and can be espe-
cially relevant when freeze drying samples with bad con-
tact to the shelf such as with syringes [12] and pellets. The 
knowledge gained from this study can influence new ways 
to solve issues with radiation or utilizing radiation in freeze 
drying such as in freeze drying pellets.

When vials are standing on the shelf, the radiation from 
the surrounding surfaces that keep a higher temperature 
becomes more influential for the vials standing close to the 
perimeter of the shelf. These vials become warmer and dry 
faster than the samples in the center of the shelf. This effect 
is more pronounced at low pressures (< 10 Pa) than at higher 
pressures (10–100 Pa) due the relatively more important 
radiation at low pressures and at lower shelf temperatures. 
Important observation is that the vials standing in the mid-
dle of the shelf have a homogenous sublimation under all 
conditions. This suggest that to obtain a homogenous freeze 
drying, vials should be avoided to be placed close to the 
walls and door and avoid freeze drying at very low pressures 
and temperatures.

When vial holders are used, the samples remain exposed 
to the radiation but via the vial holder instead, and the con-
duction efficiency increases. Thus, the vial-to-vial variation 
is reduced. However, an inhomogeneous contact between 
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the vial and vial-holder due to uneven vial surfaces and con-
tamination may lead to quite variable sublimation even when 
using a vial-holder.

When oil was applied between surfaces, the contact and 
temperature control were further improved. However, the 
issue of the variable vial to vial-holder contact was also 
further amplified, and the final deviation in sublimation 
rate was further increased. The inhomogeneous results also 
resulted in a loss of reproducibility between experiments.
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